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for 
example...
Scott Klemmer



“good grief, I don’t 
even remember the 
syntax for forms!”

Joel Brandt et al.





















The Web lowers the costs of 
creating, sharing, and accessing 

examples



































Blueprint’s content is
written as examples



Blueprint Query Handling



Blueprint Query Handling



Blueprint Query Handling



Does example-centric search 
a!ect quality and e"ciency?

• Betwen-subjects study w/ Flex programmers (n=20)
“retrieve text from a URL and place it in a text box”

• Same tools. Only di!erence is Blueprint.



Results

• Faster example finding -> faster programming
• 57s v. 121s to paste

Wilcoxon-Man-Whitney statistic = 2.38, p < .01
• total time correlated with paste time

Spearman correlation coe!. = 0.52, p < .01
• ...and the code was rated higher quality!

• Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistic = 2.15, p < .02



Does example-centric search 
change how programmers work?

• Released on Adobe Labs (since May 2009) 
• Logged queries and interface actions
• Analyzed logs after 3 months

• Conducted interviews to generate hypotheses
• Compared Blueprint logs to Adobe Community 

Help logs from the same period
• Blueprint: 17,012 queries from 2,024 users
• Community Help: 26,036 queries from 13,283 users



Hypotheses

• Example results often show su"cient 
information. People click through less often.

• Blueprint users query with code more often

• The time cost of finding examples is lower in 
Blueprint. People will re-find more often.



Results

• Example results often show su!cient 
information. People click through less often.
Clicks per query: 0.38 v. 1.32

• Blueprint users query with code more often
CamelCase in 49.6% v. 16.2% of queries

• The time cost of finding examples is lower in 
Blueprint. People re-find more often.
People re-find 57% more with Blueprint



Blueprint: 
Summary



Smith et al. 1993

Examples can increase conformity...



Marsh et al. 1996

...without reducing novelty





“There are no rules of 
composition in 
photography, there are 
only good photographs”



The Web is 
also changing 
design...



Raise your hand if...
you have made a 
Web page



Raise your hand if...
seeing other pages 
helped you learn 
html





Can examples sca!old 
design ability?



Lee et al. chi 10



Results

• Pages created in the Examples condition were 
rated more highly than those in the Control 
condition (M=4.04 vs. 3.37, p <0.05)

• Experienced participants created more highly 
rated pages than novices (M=4.00 vs. 3.41, 
p<0.05)

• No significant interaction between expertise 
and manipulation: experienced designers and 
novices benefited equally







What if any Web 
page could be a 

template?



source design



body

div#header div#content div#footer

ul#navdiv#logo

li li li

body

div#head div#page

div#logo div#search div#sidebar div#content div#footer

div#nav

div.item div.item



What 
correspondences do 

people produce?















Results
• Average of 5.4 minutes/pair
• Consistent (78.3%)
• Driven by two components

• Visual/semantic features
• Preservation of structure

• People generally – but not always –
preserve ancestry



Machine Learning

• Bound/prune/update model for mappings
• Learn cost model     to balance visual/structural

w̄0 = 0

{T1, T2},M w̄i+1 = w̄i + ↵i

�
FM̂ � FM

�
M̂ ⇡ argminM w̄T

i FM

w̄i = w̄i+1

Randomly pick 
a training pair

Mapping 
Algorithm

Update 
cost vector

w̄



















Most DissimilarMost Similar



Next Steps



1) Save the
New York 
Times





 

Automatically adapting web pages to    
heterogeneous devices

 

 

Abstract 
Smartphones and other handheld devices have become 
popular and powerful Internet access devices, yet the 
Web is still largely optimized for the desktop. We de-
scribe a system that automatically transforms desktop-
optimized pages to ones better suited to the target de-
vice. The system leverages existing platform-
customized sites as examples of good design, identifies 
consistent components across these sites, and renders 
the desktop page into these components. 

Keywords 
Mobile phones, Internet access, UI adaptation 
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Introduction 
While computing devices are highly heterogeneous – 
including smartphones, tablets, laptops, large monitors, 
and wall-scale displays, much of the Web is still opti-
mized for viewing on desktop/laptop screens and input 
devices. This may be because the desktop is still the 
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Figure 1a: An article from the New York 
Times as seen on an iPhone 

Figure 1b: Output from our algorithm 



2) How might 
people search 
for examples?















3) Flexibly 
Support Users 
with Di!erent 



SUPPLE++ Gajos, Wobbrock, Weld 
CHI2008



Future Work
• Bigger tasks

How could I adapt a set of pages, or a whole site?
• Other domains

Where else can examples help?
• Sca!old expertise

How can tools help novices become experts?
• Integrate benefits of patterns, examples, 

templates
Get the best of all worlds

• Find and adapt distant examples
Help people find far away, inspiring examples

• Technical and legal systems
Facilitate ethical open culture



“Good artists borrow, great artists steal”
  - Pablo Picasso

19th century Fang sculptureLes Demoiselles d'Avignon



Quantity vs. Quality?

Bayles and Orland, 2001



Quantity vs. Quality?

“While the quantity group was busily churning 
out piles of work—and learning from their 
mistakes—the quality group had sat theorizing 
about perfection, and in the end had little more 
to show for their e!orts than grandiose theories 
and a pile of dead clay”

Bayles and Orland, 2001





(How) can we measure 
creative results?

Steven Dow et al.



Design an Egg Drop Device





“I went with the whole parachute idea and what I had from the 
beginning...”
“This is the best approach for such a design...”
 
“I am not a very good outside-the-box thinker, so I kinda just had one 
idea and I was going to try to make it work...”
“No... for some reason... this seems to be the only idea. There needs to be 
a platform and then as good of cushion as possible... I don’t see any other 

Participants picked their concept early

NON-ITERATION 
PARTICIPANT
ITERATION 
PARTICIPANT



Duncker, 1945

Functional fixation



Duncker, 1945

Functional fixation



How does parallel design 
— rather than a serial approach — 

a!ect performance?

Research question

Prototype Prototype

Prototype

Feedback Feedback

Feedback

Feedback

Prototype

Prototype

Prototype

PARALLEL SERIAL



Task: design an advertisement



Procedure  (N=33)

parallel 
prototyping 

condition

serial 
prototyping 

condition

FINAL



Expert critique

Ambidextrous wants an ad that 
reaches out to design practitioners, 
students, and researchers.

Try to create visual flow for the 
viewer; what should the viewer see?

Use color to create emphasis, to 
separate di!erent elements, or to 
categorize content.

overall theme

composition and layout

surface features



Web advertising analytics





Users clicked Parallel ads at a 
higher rate than serial ads

Parallel

Clicks per 
million 

impressions

Serial F(1,30)=4.227 
p<.05
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Visitors from parallel ads spent 
more time on the client website

Parallel
condition

Average time 
on client site 

per visitor 
(seconds)

Serial
condition

F(1,493)=3.172 
p=0.076
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Experts rated Parallel ads higher 
than Serial ads

Parallel
condition

Likert-scale 
rating  (0-50)

Serial
condition

F(1,5)=7.948 
p<0.05
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Why does a parallel 
design approach lead 
to better results?



Fixation in serial condition
I tried to find a good idea, and then use 
that idea and keep improving it and getting 
feedback. So I pretty much stuck with the 
same idea.

--Serial 
participant



Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thomson, 2003

learning 
outcome

Comparison aids learning

training
session

“Describe the solution.”

CASE#1

CASE#2

CASE#1

CASE#2

“Describe the 
parallels of 
these solutions”“Describe the solution.”

SEPARATE CASES COMPARISON CASES

Solutions to a landlord-
renter lease

~ 3x



Critique provides advice and stirs emotions

“There was a short period where the emotional response overwhelmed any 
positive logical impact that this ended up having.”
“These guys, you know, are telling me I am completely doing something 
wrong here. So, it took me a while to get past the ...I’m a failure at this....”



Parallel ads more diverse

Parallel
condition

(7 = very similar, 
0 = not similar)

Serial
condition

F=181.853, 
p<0.001
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“Never go to a client meeting without a prototype.”
Stefan Thomke, IDEO case study, Harvard Business School, 2000



Research question

Does preparing and sharing multiple 
prototypes improve design results?

Hypothesis “sharing multiple” outperforms 



Task: design an advertisement



Method

• 84 participants (42 pairs)

• Balanced across conditions for prior ad 
design experience and gender

• Placed into one of three conditions 
(share multiple, share best, & share one)





Web users clicked more 
“Share Multiple” ads per 

appearance

Share 
Multiple

Clicks per 
million 

appearances
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774.6734.9

1072.1

Share 
Best

Share 
One χ2=4.72, p<0.05



Why does sharing 
multiple designs lead 
to better results?



Examples improve web designs

Lee, Srivastava, Kumar, Brafman, and Klemmer, CHI 2010



Measuring feature sharing



Share Multiple partners 
borrowed more features

χ2=4.05, 
p<0.05
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Surface styles
Layout
Images
Background color
Words/phrasesFeatures 

borrowed

Share Multiple   Share Best Share One

32

18 19



Gentner, Loewenstein, & Thomson, 2003

learning 
outcome

“Describe the solution.”

Comparison aids learning

CASE#1
training
session

CASE#2

CASE#1

CASE#2

“Describe the 
parallels of 
these solutions”“Describe the solution.”

SEPARATE CASES COMPARISON CASES

~ 3 times

Solutions to a related 
problem



Alternatives facilitate user 
feedback

Tohidi, Buxton, Baecker, 
Sellen, CHI 2006



Benefits of sharing multiple

• More individual exploration

• More feature sharing

• Increase in group rapport

• More conversational turns

• Better consensus



Can We 
Algorithmically Predict 
Similarity?*
(and other things)

Shai Avidan



• Input: pairs of image descriptors, similarity 
measure

• Features: color correlogram, color histogram
• Dataset: 14,280 samples (20% learning; 80% 

Test)

Shai Avidan



Design is 
Changing



UIST 2011

• October 16-19, Santa Barbara, CA
• Paper submissions due April 22
• Poster/demo submissions due July 1
• Keynote speakers: Ge Wang, Dan Jurafsky
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